OCCURRENCE OF WILLEMITE
FnBnnnrcx H. Poucu,
The American Museum of IVotural'History, I{ew York, N. Y.
Ansrnlcr
Willemite (ZnuSiO) is often considered, because of its importance at Franklin, N. J.,
to be characteristic of deposition under conditions of high temperature. By far the largest
majority of occurrences, however, including seven new localities, indicate a formation
through secondary alteration of ore minerals, often under arid climatic conditions. A number of alternatives are proposed to explain the formation of rvillemite as a mineral formed
under unusual weathering conditions. An attempt is made to find a factor common to
both hydrothermal and epithermal deposition, and to call attention to probable other
occurrences which have been overlooked because of the inconspicuous appearance of most
of the epithermal deposits.

The outstanding importance of willemite as an ore mineral at Franklin, New Jersey, together with the beautiful and varied appearance of
the specimensand crystals found there and displayed in most collections
throughout the world, has led to a generalmisconception of the manner of
occurrence of this mineral, and of the conditions under which it forms.
Willemite is not an uncommon mineral, it has beenfound in many places,
but few collections display or have specimensfrom localities other than
Franklin, New Jersey; Mor6snet, Belgium; Salida, Colorado; and sometimes Musartut, Greenland.
This condition exists despite the fact that Spencer(1927) has described
four occurrences,Clark (1916) one, Lindgren (1905-1919)three, Foshag
(1934) one, Genth (1887) one, LaCroix (1910-13) six, and Pough (1940)
one. Franklin specimensare far more showy than those from any other
Iocality, and willemite is more abundant there than elsewhere,so there
is some justification for the emphasis placed on the New Jersey occurrence. Furthermore, Franklin willemite is one of the finest minerals
known for its display of fluorescence,and that, in this day of fluorescent
Iights and the popularization of mineralogy's spectacular aspects, has
not detracted from the Franklin fame.
Consequently, the remainder of the world's willemite is blanketed by
this competition and goes largely unsung. While many minerals reach
their apogee at one particular place, such as Japanese stibnite, and
epidote from Untersulzbachtal; we also think of Alaskan epidote and of
Nevadan or Hungarian stibnite in an afterthought. No mineral needs to
have its other localities pointed out so badly, for generally, no such afterthought follows in willemite's train, and this has led to widespread misunderstanding of willemite's place in a genetic seriesand its usual manner
of formation.
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FREDERICK H. POUGH

Just as the Franklin willemites ate unusual, so is the Franklin occurrence. Let us summarize the described occurrencesof willemite given in
Table 1. We seethere that Franklin, Oslo, and Musartut are probably all
the result of high temperature processes.But all the others seem secondary, formed as the result of the alteration of primary zinc sulphide ores'
or secondary hemimorphite. This inevitably forces us to the conclusion
that hypogene formation of willemite is not customary and that such
occurrencesare unusual.
That is only a first step however, for we still cannot say that the formation of willemite by alteration processesis the usual procedure, for clearly
it is not. Hemimorphite is the c'ommon product of the oxidation of
sphalerite when siliceous solutions are availablel smithsonite when a
carbonate radical is present. We still have the problem of the formation
of the anhydrous silicate. As shown by innumerable occurrences,under
very varied conditions, hemimorphite is the abundant silicate oI zinc.
It forms under all types of supergeneconditions; at Franklin, at Joplin,
and in New Mexico. We have then the problem of why willemite should
form at all, and what conditions are necessaryfor its formation.
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A large number of specimensfrom new willemite localities were examined, and they are listed in Table 2. As will be seen, the morphology
of these crystals is simpler than that of the Franklin willemite. This is
natural, as the conditions under which it crystallized were undoubtedly
more uniform than was the caseat Franklin, where the willemite shows
several generationsand, undoubtedly, was formed under a wide range of
conditions.
In general,the crystals of thesenew localities are more or lesselongated
first order prisms, often terminated simply by the form c, but sometimes
showing additional forms such as e, ,u.,and V. A striated prism zone and 1
and -I are not uncommon, but za is frequently lacking. The crystals from
theselocalities are, without exception, smalll in most instancesranging up
to 2 mm. in length and half that size in diameter. Fluorescenceof the supergenewillemite is less marked than that of Franklin; under the qnartz
mercury-vapor lamp it was observed in only one specimenfrom Mexico
(Mina Sieja) and one specimenfrom the west (Hilltop, Arizona). Fluorescenceis reported by Spencer (1927)r as being observed on specimens
from Rhodesia and on crystals from Lusaka.
The Mexican material was kindly loaned by the United States National Museum. One occurrence has been described by W. F. Foshag
(1934). Several different localities are representedin the collection. Four
specimensare from the Mina Sieja, Santa Eulalia, Chihuahua. They vary
somewhat in appearance,but all four are marked by a reddish coloration
causedby associatedand included hematite. All are cavernous and show
an earlier generation of compact botryoidal willemite with crystal surfaces, and have later growths of larger free crystals with terminations
and well-developedforms. The earlier and more compact willemite tends
toward redness and opacity, while the succeedingcrystals are colorless
and clear. Thdre are later crystals of calcite and small cubes of fluorite
on two specimens.Red hematite formed early, either contemporaneous
with or preceding the willemite; the fluorite and some of the calcite is
later than the last of the willemite crystals. One of these specimensof
the early botryoidal willemite shows weak fluorescenceunder the coldquartz lamp.
Two more specimensfrom the same district were studied. A specimen
from the 7th level of the Ahumada Mine, Los Lamentos (USNM #95897),
is a solid mass of loosely intergrown (1.5 to 2 mm. in length) deep red
needles of willemite, slightly barrel-shaped with clear ends terminated
by c, and 0.2 to 0.3 mm. in diameter. A small amount of calcite and
1 L. If. Bauer writes that all of his Balmat specimens, and nearly all the other "foreign"
specimens, fluoresce in short ultra violet wavelengths, also under a spark gap. In any case,
the broad fluorescence band of Franklin material is unlike that of any other locality.
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a few small crystals of descloizitehave formed after the willemite, while
hematite obviously ceasedforming before the end of the willemite stage.
A seventh specimenfrom the Berta Mine, LaCeja District of Chihuahua (USNM #95917), consistsof successive
crusts of white, flatly radiating willemite. These rosettes probably crystallized upon some platy
mineral which has since been dissolved.At the rosette edgesare some
well terminated colorlesscrystals, 1.5 to 2 mm. long, and 0.1 to 0.5 mm.
in diameter.The only mineral associatedwith the willemite on this specimen is somecalcitewhich was depositedlater.
Two specimensof similarly supergenewillemite were obtained from
the Harvard collectionthrough the kindnessof Dr. Harry Berman. These
came from Portugal, the Mina de PrequiEa,Sobral da Adiga. They are
very different in appearance,and consist principally of limonite crusts,
in the cavities of which cerussitehas crystallized in fine small twins. In
one of the specimens(Harvard #9175I) the cerussitehas beencoatedwith
a thin limonite layer, before the 1 mm. needlesof willemite were deposited. These needlesshow a rather more complex form development
than any of the Mexican specimens, a, f , J , and 7n were seenin the prism
zone,and c, e, V, and S make up the terminations.The secondspecimen,
on which there has beenno limonite coating depositedafter the cerussite,
shows needleswith strongly striated prism zonesand less complex terminal forms.
Specimensfrom a few new localities in the United States were also
studied, and very similar crystals were found. Two of the localities,
Hillsboro, N. M., and Hilltop, Arizona,were discoveredby Edwin Over
who, with Arthur Montgomery, kindly contributed the specimens'J. W.
Adams and R. V. Gainesfurnished specimensfrom a third locality, the
Augusta Mine, near Evergreen,Colorado.
The Hillsboro crystals, reaching 2 mm. in length and about the same
in diameter, were the largest seenin this study. They are short prismatic
to tabular, colorless to white, and well-developed. The specimens are
vuggy massescomposedof quartz and compact willemite with drusy
pockets lined with willemite crystals. These are covered with later cerussite and descloizite crystals. The crystals all show the same few forms,
c, e and o, with no indicationol m. The more prismatic crystals show a
greater tendency toward striated prism zones and short trains of reflections. Only the smallest crystals give good reflections, all of the others
seem to represent sub-parallel growths and signals are confused. The
cerussite,which foilowed the willemite, has in turn, been coated with a
druse of qtartz crystals. There is no iron stain on these crystals, nor on
the willemite. In general, the iron seemsto have oxidized and migrated
further, before the willemite formation of these supergenedeposits was
concluded.
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The Hilttop, Arizona, specimens show a vuggy fine-grained igneous
rock, on which innumerable white to rose-coloredprisms of willemite have
crystallized. Associatedwith the willemite, and later in its period of formation, are small crystals of cerussite,some in minute but beautiful
twins. The willemite is more prismatic but otherwise identical in its forms
with that of Hillsboro; a striated prism zoneall on and neat o, with no
trace of m; and c and e as terminal forms. A little hematite in one place
on the specimen seemsto have preceded the willemite. These specimens
under the mercury-vaporlight.
showeda weak fluorescence
The last of the new localities, the Augusta Mine, near Evergreen,
Colorado,showsidentical crystals of about the same size and habit, but
black in color. They occur in pockets in a greenfluorite, the pockets are
clearly the result of the solution of some other mineral. The willemite is
associatedwith azurite, malachite,cerussite,barite, and red and brown
stained earthy material. The ubiquitous d, c, and e are the only forms
observedwith o striated as usual.
The new occurrencesand their characteristicsare summarizedin Table
2. We see there that from the standpoint of associatedminerals, the
manner of occurrenceand the description of the specimens,there can
be no question but that all of them are secondary and of supergene
origin. Their associates
are similar minerals,and possiblymost significant
of all, the willemite crystals resemble those of any other supergene
Iocality.
All mineralogists are familiar with the formation of certain minerals
as being characteristicof certain conditions.The frequent occurrenceof
wulfenite in the arid areas of the West is so generally recognized that
collectorsare surprisedto find it at Phoenixville,Pennsylvania;or Southampton, Massachusetts.Nor doesit occur in notable specimensat those
localities;undue interest is attracted by the very rarity of the mineral.
Wiliemite is normally not a showy mineral, and if it were to occur there
likewise, as it well might, it may have been overlooked. Certain other
minerals also belong to this generally recognizedgroup of minerals characteristic of the alteration processin arid climates. Some are dioptase,
clescioizite,vanadinite, even chrysocolla,and iess pronouncedly, pyromorphite, anglesite, cerussite, malachite, azrrite, smithsonite, brochantite, cerargyrite,stolzite,etc., and many others of more local occurrence.
It may be that there is no difference;that what we are referring to as arid
climate weathering is merely deep and intense supergene aiteration,
resulting solelyfrom a low standing water table and long periodsof time.
This does not seem to be the whole story, however, for aside from the
unassailable chlorides, iodates or bromides, there are other minerals,
with more common elements,which can be consideredas diagnostic.
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Often we do not know why dioptase forms instead of chrysocolla, why
hematite forms when limonite might, or why phenakite crystallizes in
place of bertrandite. Surely some special condition is responsiblefor the
formation of that which we have come by experienceto recognizeas the
unusual. The explanation of that condition is not easily determined,nor
can a conclusive answer be given. In all probability, several factors have
worked together to create willemite-forming conditions, or any one of
several difierent conditions can result in the crystallization of dioptase
instead of a solidified formless gel of chrysocolla.
A review of Table 1 shows us that in the great majority of caseswillemite has formed as the result of sulphide alteration, and furthermore,
that in most of those casesthe climate at the locality at the present time
is arid. In this table the genesiscolumn indicates the origin ascribed by
the original author, or a successor,writing about the locality, when no
sign (!) follows the origin given. "supergene!" or "hypogenel" means
that no origin is given, but the description and associatedminerals indicate that this is a safe assumption. A question mark indicates that the
origin is uncertain. The Northern Rhodesian occurrenceswere originally
describedas being hypogene,although Spencer(t927) doesnot commit
himself, but the appearance,associationsand relationships all make the
supergene origin a strong possibility. The associated minerals of the
supergene occurrences are usually those which we have recognized as
being typical of arid climates, or often found under similar conditions.
Having shown that willemite characteristically forms as a secondary
mineral, and is only rarely and in unusual circumstances the result of
hydrothermal reactions, we are confronted with the problem of what
those conditions are and where we should look and expect to find additional occurrencesof willemite. The orimarv ore is snhalerite evervwhere
that primary ore has been found in these *ittemite occurrences,and it
can safely be assumedto be the original mineral elsewhere.Siliceoussolutions are also necessary, and an oxidizing environment. There are a
number of alternative theories which can be called upon to explain the
formation of willemite. The occurrence and associationsin many cases
indicate that it is a mineral characteristic of secondary alteration in a
region where arid climates now prevail. Utah, Llexico, New Mexico,
Arizona and Portugal are all such regions. On the other hand, we have
notable quantities of willemite at Mor6snet and Balmat, neither locality
rs, at present, an arid region. Consequently,some factor which is frequently active where the climate is dry must sometimes be present elsewhere, to explain these occurrencesif we assumeoxidation under present
climatic conditions. We have several alternatives to discuss.
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In an arid region with infrequent precipitation it is natural for the
oxidation process to exceed the removal of material in solution; this
reachesits climax in the Atacama Desert. In moist climates the soluble
sulphates are undoubtedly removed as soon as they are formed, and the
concentration of salts in solution is never high. In arid climates, on the
other hand, oxidation must continue between rains, and leaching take
place only for a brief period as the precipitated water slowly sinks through
the rocks. Consequently, concentrations must be high. It is possible that
this is the controlling factor. Similar conditions of concentrated solutions
could occur, due to peculiarities in water passageways,in places with
humid climates,such as Balmat, Evergreen,and Mor6snet. An alternative which should not be overlooked is that the alteration to willemite
may have taken place under very difierent climatic conditions than those
now prevailing. Alternative one is, then, concentrated solutions. This
could also function in the hypogene deposits.
Alternative two deals with the composition of the solutions. The oxidation of the associatedminerals of the primary ore may result in very different supergenesolutions and some undeposited element, or group of
elements, may influence the precipitated minerals. Acidity of the solutions, or lack of it, caused by an abundance or scarcity of pyrite in the
original deposit, might well influence the mineral formed. Further, an
originally acid solution might be more or less neutralized by solutions
rich in carbonate compounds descendingfrom overlying rocks. Alternative two has then two phases: one of relative acidity, or of actual differences in elements present. Manganese is frequently associated with
willemite and is shown in many analysesl it might conceivably be a critical factor, though this does not seem probable.
Marcasite is a mineral which might be kept in mind as bearing upon
both the first two alternatives. Its great easeof oxidation, together with
the excesssulphur which it seemsto releasecould be an important item
in both the acidity of the solutions and the concentration due to rapid
oxidation. It is not uncommon in the Joplin area, where no willemite has
yet been reported; and so may have an inhibitive efiect upon the formation of that mineral. In abundanceit may even affect the next alternative.
Alternative three is one of temperature. Fairly high temperatures may
be attained simply through oxidation in a confined space, as the writer
has observed in the Missouri sink-hole iron deposits. Such an increase
in temperature might easily take place under conditions of rapid oxidation with a relatively small amount of moisture and a slow circulation in
a confined area. A rise in temperature might also be brought about by
oxidation taking place at a considerable depth. It can readily be seen
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that in neither casewould there be a very high temperature, but we have
no way of knowing what the critical point is between the formation of
hemimorphite and willemite. It may be at a comparatively low temperature.
Another factor which may work in conjunction with those above, or
alone, is that of pressure.Oxidation taking place at the depth of the water
table in arid regions may well be under considerably more pressure than
oxidation taking place only a few feet below the surface.This may not
be of significance,for spaceswhich are not filled with water to the surface
should be under little greater pressurethan similar open spacesat the
surface. Water-filled rocks, however, at depths of one or two thousand
feet should be under considerably higher pressuresand the reactions
would take place under conditions different from those prevailing near
the surface.It would be logical to expect different products.
The hematite-limonite relationship is closest to the willemite-hemimorphite parallel and it is undoubtedly of significancein any,interpretation. It has been suggestedthat the explanation which may be valid for
Franklin (formation of willemite from the metamorphism of hemimorphite) , will alsohold for other localitiesand that a dehydrationof supergene
ores through mild metamorphism is universally responsible.There is said
to be evidenceof such dehydration of weatheredproducts at Hillsboro,
Tres Hermanas,and Beaver County, in addition to Balmat, and it may
be asked,why, if arid climate weatheringalone is responsible,are there
not still more frequent occurrencesof willemite. In this casethe function
of the arid climate is merely that of providing a low water table, permitting deeper supergenealteration than prevails in more humid regions.
Postoxidationigneousactivity is not marked at most of thesenew localities. Lindgren (1905) and Foshag (1934),for instance,both speak of the
oxidation as if it post-datedany igneousemanations,though their failure
to mention it doesnot, of course,mean that there is none.The authorities
describingthe regionsmay have consideredsuch hypogenesolutionsunimportant, as they would be from a standpoint of ore introduction.
There are doubtless other factors which may be involved, and certainly
the problem is not a simple one. Willemite is frequently made synthetically. Morey and Ingerson(1937)list severalsuccesses,
and it is now being
made for the new fluorescent lights by the General Electric Company,
but the methods all involve relatively high temperatures. These successes
in synthesisthus in no way contribute to the problem of its slow formation in nature at low temperatures.A few facts about the occurrences
stand out which are of interest, worthy of note, and possibly of value in
a final interpretation.
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Willemite formed under conditions of secondaryalteration is uniform
in sizeand crystal habit, in its paragenesis,
its distribution and its appearance. This would indicate its formation under essentiallysimilar conditions. We know that it can also form under abnormal conditions of high
temperature from hypogene solutions. Then it varies in those qualities
previously listed for supergenewillemite. Hematite is a more frequent
associateof willemite, limonite more common with hemimorphite. These
facts we know, the rest we shall have to work out.
Of all of the alternativesproposed,the writer believesthat the most
important is that of concentration of solutions. Willemite may be the
characteristicprecipitate from saturaled solutions, hemimorphite the
product of weak solutions. Undoubtedly, other factors play their part,
but in all the phenomenaof mineral formation in arid climates we find
one thing, a local concentrationof elementsusually widely disseminated
in small quantities.Wulfenite and vanadinite, cerargyriteand descloizite
are typical of arid regions and of this statement. All representa local
congestionof normally disseminatedelementsand it is not improbable
that willemite, their frequent associate,is another manifestation of the
same processes.
The alternative suggestionis well worth considering,though we still
have the problem of the causeof the mild metamorphism.If it is correct,
we may expectto find additionai occurrences
of willemite whereextensive
pre-Cambrian oxidation of zinc sulphide has been preservedand later
metamorphosed,or in regionsnear centersof volcanic activity in more
recenttimes,giving rise to local metamorphismof the secondaryproducts
of oxidation.
But the problem is not a simple one which can be solvedby rationalizi n g a t a d e s k o r i n a l a b o r a t o r y .L e t u s e x a m i n em o r e o c c u r r e n c e isn
greater detail and let us learn more about why hematite formsl let us
examinezinc deposits,especiallyin dry climateswith our eyesopen, and
we may find the inconspicuous,but interestingwillemite. When we have
done that, we may gain a conception,not only of the processes
by which
willemite forms, but also of the entire problem of supergenealteration
and secondarymineral formation. Then, too, we can think about wulfenite and dioptase, vanadinite and brochantite, gems of the collectors'
cabinet but still mysteriesto the mineralogist.
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